ALL THOSE OF US who participated with a million other students in the APRIL 22nd STRIKE AGAINST WAR did so as an expression of our determination.

1. TO STOP AMERICAN WAR PREPARATIONS
2. TO HELP THE LOYALISTS IN SPAIN
3. TO DEFEAT FASCISM AT HOME AND ABROAD.

It is only logical that one week later we identify ourselves with the most progressive force in America, with the most aggressive force against WAR and REACTION, with that force which is the blood and bone of the ANTI-WAR, ANTI-FASCIST STRUGGLE -- LABOR!

THE YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE CALLS UPON THE STUDENT BODY TO MARCH EN MASSE WITH THE STUDENT SECTION AT THE MAY DAY PARADE. WE URGE YOU TO BUY:

THE DAILY WORKER OF FRIDAY, APRIL 30, which will carry the details of the PARADE. (Incidentally, you may find succeeding issues of the DAILY WORKER much to you liking).

WE ALSO ANNOUNCE

A GALA GUTTERSNIPE GET-TOGETHER
SATURDAY MAY 1 8:30
at THE CHINESE CULTURAL CENTER
144-2nd AVENUE ADMISSION: 25¢

HEAR: EARL BROWDER, WM. Z. FOSTER, GIL GREEN, ANGELO HERNANDON and OTHERS on SUNDAY NIGHT at the opening SESSION OF THE NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE at MADISON SQUARE GARDEN!

FOR A WEEK-END OF PURPOSE:
1. MARCH ON MAY DAY
2. ENJOY YOURSELF FOR A GOOD CAUSE
3. BE AT THE GARDEN SUNDAY NIGHT.

P.S. AEGUSP HAS WISELY SAID, "WORRYETH ABOUT EXAMS WHEN EXAMS COMETH"